
Database Products
Read the latest stories about database software and the products available to improve your
information management. By practicing what we preach, MeritDirect has created cutting edge
database products to deliver specific solutions within the data and direct marketing space.

View Oracle Database products, which enable Database-As-
A-Service (DBaaS), Data Warehousing, and In-Memory
capabilities.
Tim Cook, Chief Executive Officer of Apple Inc., speaks during the Apple Inc. Spring Forward
event in San Francisco. Photographer: David Paul Morris/. Chances are you'll be considering one
or more of these enterprise database it an easy choice for firms that choose Microsoft products
for their enterprises. Substance Database Online · Substance Full Database Substance textures
can be used in any Substance software or compatible engines (see "Integrations").
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Zengine is a cloud-based platform that empowers a non-technical person
to quickly build custom business applications, while also allowing
developers. The correct bibliographic citation for this manual is as
follows: SAS Institute Inc. 2015. SAS® 9.4 In-Database Products:
Administrator's Guide. Fifth Edition. Cary.

DB2 database software offers industry leading performance, scale, and
reliability on your choice of platform from Linux, UNIX and Windows
to z/OS. Learn how. The correct bibliographic citation for this manual is
as follows: SAS Institute Inc. 2015. SAS® 9.4 In-Database Products:
User's Guide, Fifth. Edition. Cary, NC:. Database management software:
top four on the market / Understanding and using the data at a business's
disposal can provide a competitive edge. This article.

The FileMaker Platform is a complete line of
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products with everything you need to create
and run solutions across iPad, iPhone,
Windows, Mac, and the web.
PAX-it Image Database Software and Image Analysis Software PAX-it
has been used by thousands of organizations since 1993 to manage,
annotate and share. Effective Database Management However, I keep
tabs on over 50 different vendors and products that are touted as
“association management software”. The new database showcases ICT
products and services found to comply with ITU-T standards by
conformance tests carried out by third-party test labs. DbVisualizer is a
database management and analysis tool for all major databases (e.g.
Oracle, SQL Server, DB2, Sybase, MySQL, SQLite) on Windows, Mac
OS. The Raiser's Edge NXT is the world's leading fundraising and donor
management software. Acquire supporters, boost retention, and manage
with ease. A report on Tuesday claims Apple recently purchased
FoundationDB, a database software company that touts fast speeds via a
durable and scalable NoSQL.

The Reducing Exposure to Asbestos Database (READ) Act aims to build
a public database of products containing asbestos in an effort to raise
awareness.

(edit). Oracle Database Firewall analyzes database traffic on a network
to prevent threats such as SQL injection.

An online tool called MarketMaker now offers a portal to a virtual
marketplace that will provide increased access and acquisition of
Virginia products, further.

Get an overview of Database Lifecycle Management from source
control to continuous delivery for databases. Read more and download



the free whitepaper.

As the data rush continues Google opens up massive Bigtable database
to all Google Maps, YouTube, Gmail, and other products you've likely
heard. The U.S. Food and Drug Administration is announcing the
availability of a one-year, $35000 grant to support the Agricultural
Technology Innovation. Multidimensional MultiValue/Pick database
management systems D3, mvEnterprise and mvBase, plus related
connectivity tools. 

Embarcadero products make it easier to design, build, optimize, and run
a wide variety of software applications, databases, and data governance
initiatives. Riak is an open source, distributed database. Riak is
architected for Low-Latency: Riak is designed to store data and serve
requests predictably and quickly. Pivotal Greenplum Database Best-in-
class, enterprise-grade analytical database. monitoring framework allows
separation of hardware and software issues.
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SecureSphere Database Security helps businesses avoid hefty compliance fines and Database
Activity Monitor SecureSphere Database Security Products
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